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How to write a hypothesis

A hypothesis is an answer to a scientific question. When we already have our 

scientific question, we can look for information about the topic and discuss with 

our group partners. Finally, with the information and ideas that we know, we have 

to write a tentative answer (or educated guess) to our question.  

ATTENTION! Check your hypothesis!

Is your hypothesis testable with the experiment? YES NO

Is it based on your ideas and information? YES NO

Were you discussing your ideas in group? YES NO

Does it include an independent variable (the one we 

change) and a dependent variable (the one is fixed)?

YES NO



Example of questions and hypothesis



How to write the material and procedure of an 

experiment

When you have already writen your hypothesis, you have to write the material and 

procedure of the experiment. First, you should include a list of all the material that 

you will need. For the procedure, it is very important that you write it step by step, 

like a recipe of your science experiment, so that someone else could duplicate 

your experiment exactly! 

It is also important to include how many times the experiment should be repeated. 

Repeating the experiment is necessary to verify that your results are consistent 

and not just an accident.



Is it numbered? YES NO

Is it written in infinitive (cut, stick, fill, check, write…) ? YES NO

Is it so detailed that anyone could reapeat this experiment? YES NO

Is the number of repetitions included? YES NO

Is there an explanation about how to measure the results in the 

dependent variable?

YES NO

ATTENTION! Check your procedure!



Example of experiment materials and procedure



Dependent and Independent variables

The 2 main variables in an experiment are the:

- Independent variable: it’s the variable that we change.

- Dependent variable: it’s the variable that we are testing and measuring.

We change the independent variable to see the effects on the dependent 

variable. 



How to record data and write results

COLLECTING DATA: Write down information that you get from the experiment. It is very useful to add graphic 

information such as:

LOUDNESS

CLEARNESS

RESULTS: You simply say in words what your data is telling you. 

Ex: Under water, loudness is 5 out of 10 while outside water, loudness is 7 out 
of 10. Clearness is 4 under water and a 1 outside water. 



Examples of How to collect Data

Salty water: 4 of 5.

Mineral water: 2 of 5.

Tap water: 2 of 5.



How to write conclusions 

The conclusion is a summary of the research and the results of the experiment. This is 

where you answer your research question. You make a statement of whether your data 

supported your hypothesis or not. 


